
Public Places In everyday Life

Filename Description BitDepth SampleRate Channels Duration AudioFileType
Airport - Moving walkway the sound of gears meshing and turning at the start of the walkway .wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Airport - Moving walkway the sound of gears meshing and turning at the start of the walkway  - 2 channel 24 96000 2 00:25.913 WAVE
Airport - Outside lift in multistorey car park with people passing by chatting and luggage being wheeled along.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Airport - Outside lift in multistorey car park with people passing by chatting and luggage being wheeled along and van driving off, car  doors slamming 24 96000 2 00:27.119 WAVE
Airport - Outside lift with automated announcement in multistorey car park with people passing by chatting and luggage being wheeled along.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Airport - Outside lift with automated announcement in multistorey car park with people passing by chatting and luggage being wheeled along  - 2 channel 24 96000 2 00:29.817 WAVE
Airport - Traveling along moving walkway with automated announcment of security warning.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Airport - Traveling along moving walkway with automated announcment of security warning and other luggage being pulled along  - 2 channel 24 96000 2 01:37.484 WAVE
Airport - Traveling along moving walkway with sound of chatter and wheeled bags being pulled along.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b      Airport - Traveling along moving walkway with sound of chatter and wheeled bags being pulled along - 2 channel 24 96000 2 00:57.185 WAVE
Airport - Traveling along moving walkway with sound of loud chatter and loud wheeled bags being pulled along.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Airport - Traveling along moving walkway with sound of loud chatter and loud wheeled bags being pulled along - 2 channel 24 96000 2 00:28.120 WAVE
Airport - Travels from High level to Ground level with automatic announcement and heavy rumble.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b      Airport - Very Large Lift - Travels from High level to Ground level with automatic announcement and heavy rumble - 2 channel - pt 1 24 96000 2 00:29.960 WAVE
Inside large exhibition museum with lots of chatter from visitors and sounds of footsteps - pt 1.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Inside large exhibition museum with lots of chatter from visitors and sounds of footsteps - 2 channel pt 1 24 96000 2 01:29.715 WAVE
Inside large exhibition museum with lots of chatter from visitors and sounds of footsteps - pt 2 .wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Inside large exhibition museum with lots of chatter from visitors and sounds of footsteps - 2 channel pt 2 24 96000 2 01:46.835 WAVE
Large open space cafe with chatter from customers and sounds from kitchen - pt 2.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Large open space cafe with chatter from customers and sounds from kitchen - 2 channel pt 2 24 96000 2 01:28.918 WAVE
Large open space cafe with chatter from customers and sounds from kitchen pt 1.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Large open space cafe with chatter from customers and sounds from kitchen - 2 channel pt 1 24 96000 2 03:20.398 WAVE
Shoping Mall ambient sounds with some background music and close proximity chatter - pt 1.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Shoping Mall ambient sounds with some background music and close proximity chatter - 2 channel - pt 1 24 96000 2 00:38.951 WAVE
Shoping Mall ambient sounds with some background music and close proximity chatter - pt 2.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Shoping Mall ambient sounds with some background music and close proximity chatter - 2 channel - pt 2 24 96000 2 00:52.958 WAVE
Shoping Mall ambient sounds with some background music and near escalators - pt 3.wav INTERNAL stereo a-b    Shoping Mall ambient sounds with some background music (near escalators) - 2 channel - pt 3 24 96000 2 02:18.360 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - car with engine squeal_trolleys pt 6.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channels (car drives away with noisey altnernator belt squeal and van arrives/trolleys) pt 6 24 96000 2 00:35.036 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - cars_trolleys_footsteps_chatter pt 1.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channels (cars/trolleys/chatter/footsteps) pt 1 24 96000 2 01:44.944 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - cars_trolleys_footsteps_chatter pt 2.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channels (a lot trolleys being collected/chatter) pt 2 24 96000 2 00:28.870 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - cars_trolleys_footsteps_chatter pt 3.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channels (general chatter/footsteps/car door slams/trolleys) pt 3 24 96000 2 00:46.317 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - groceries placed in car_trolleys_chatter pt 5.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channels (chatter, with some groceries placed in car boot, trolley pushed away) pt 5 24 96000 2 00:19.044 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - people pass by with loud talking_trolleys_car  with heavy beats pt 7.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channesl (people pass by/car passes with heavy beats playing) pt 7 24 96000 2 00:17.385 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - trolleys pass in close proximity pt 8.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channesl (trolleys pass in close proximity) pt 8 24 96000 2 00:19.464 WAVE
Outside busy supermarket - trolleys_footsteps_chatter pt 4.wav INTERNAL stereo  a-b    Outside busy supermarket adjacent to car park, 2 channels (a few trolleys being collected/chatter/) pt 4 24 96000 2 00:47.445 WAVE


